Weak metal-metal transition in the vanadium oxytelluride Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O We report the synthesis, crystal structure, physical properties, and first-principles calculations of a vanadium-based oxytelluride Rb 1−δ V2Te2O (δ ≈ 0.2). The crystal structure bears two-dimensional V2O square nets sandwiched with tellurium layers, mimicking the structural motifs of cuprate and iron-based superconductors. The material exhibits metallic conductivity with dominant hole-type charge carriers. A weak metal-to-metal transition takes place at ∼100 K, which is conformably characterized by a slight kink/hump in the electrical resistivity, jumps in the Hall and Seebeck coefficients, a minute drop in the magnetic susceptibility, and a small peak in the heat capacity. Neither Bragg-peak splitting nor superlattice reflections can be detected within the resolution of conventional x-ray diffractions. The band-structure calculations show that V-3d orbitals dominate the electronic states at around Fermi energy where a dyz/dxz orbital polarization shows up. There are three Fermi-surface sheets that seem unfavorable for nesting. Our results suggest an orbital or spin-density-wave order for the low-temperature state and, upon suppression of the competing order, emergence of superconductivity could be expected.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cuprate high-temperature superconductors are structurally featured with two-dimensional CuO 2 planes which serve as the key motif for superconductivity. For this reason, great efforts have been devoted to exploring superconducting materials in layered 3d-transition-metal compounds.
The most prominent advance of the exploration is the discovery of iron-based superconductors which contain planar Fe-square nets that are sandwiched by pnictogen or chalcogen (hereafter denoted by X) monolayers. In these fascinating materials, superconductivity emerges as the competing orders, such as antiferromagnetism and charge-or spin-density wave (DW), are sufficiently suppressed 1,2 . [16] [17] [18] . The M 2 O planes, being of an anti-CuO 2 -type (the cations and anions exchange their sites) structure, are sandwiched by X layers, forming a unique structural motif M 2 OX 2 with mixed anions. The M 2 OX 2 block layers thus capture the structural characteristics of both copper-and iron-based superconductors. Those compounds with M = Fe, Co and Mn are always antiferromagnetic insulators [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] 19 , in which the M ion tends to have a high-spin state 9, 11, 14, 20, 21 that seems unfavorable for superconductivity. Materials with M = Ti mostly show a metallic behavior, and undergo a possible DW transition [16] [17] [18] . There have been a lot of debates on the nature of the DW transition [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The most recent results confirm a charge-density-wave (CDW) [34] [35] [36] or a nematic charge order 37, 38 , depending on specific material system. BaTi 2 As 2 O exhibits a metal-to-metal transition (MMT) at 200 K 4 , accompanying with a nematic charge ordering 37 . As arsenic is replaced with antimony, the transition temperature is lowered to ∼50 K 39, 40 and, remarkably, the long-sought superconductivity emerges at T c = 1.2 K in BaTi 2 Sb 2 O 39 . The T c value can be increased appreciably up to 6.1 and 4.6 K, respectively, by a hole doping [40] [41] [42] [43] and by applying a "negative chemical pressure" through an isovalent Bi-for-Sb substitution 44, 45 . Notably, superconductivity was exclusively observed in the 1221-type Ti-based oxypnictides 46 . Isostructural to BaTi 2 X 2 O (X = As, Sb, Bi), CsV 2 S 2 O was recently reported as the first vanadiumbased member in the 1221-structure family 15 . Unlike BaTi 2 X 2 O series, the compound is intrinsically "doped", as the formal valence state of vanadium is +2.5. The material shows a bad-metal behavior with a resistivity minimum at around 177 K, and no bulk superconductivity was observed above 1.8 K. Motivated by the negative chemical-pressure effect that enhances superconductivity in the Ti-based materials 39, 44, 45 , we attempted to prepare an isostructural V-based oxytelluride in order to explore possible superconductivity. As a result, Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O (δ ≈ 0.2) with a nominal vanadium valence of +2.6 was successfully synthesized. Unexpectedly, the material exhibits a MMT at T * ∼ 100 K, evidenced from the measurements of transport, magnetic, and thermodynamic properties. Meanwhile, no structural phase transition was detected within the measurement resolution of conventional x-ray diffractions. The firstprinciples calculations were also carried out, supplying useful information on the nature of the MMT.
II. METHODS
Sample's synthesis. Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O polycrystals were synthesized via a solid state reaction using source materials of Rb (99.5%), V 2 O 5 (99.99%), Te (99.999%) and V (99.5%). The stoichiometric (i.e., in the ideal formula RbV 2 Te 2 O) mixture was placed into an alumina tube, the latter of which was sealed in an evacuated quartz ampule. The sample-loaded ampule was slowly heated to 300
• C, holding for 10 hours. After the first-stage reaction, the mixture was homogenized and pressed into pellets, and then were loaded in an alumina tube again. Next, the sample-loaded alumina tube was jacketed with a Ta tube that was sealed under argon atmosphere. The Ta tube was then sealed in an evacuated quartz ampule. The sample assembly was sintered at 720
• C for 33 hours in a muffle furnace, followed by switching off the furnace. We found that the sample's quality could be further improved by repeating the sintering process. Note that the final products were non-stoichiometric with Rb deficiency and, the Rb deficiency varied a little (within 10%) for each synthesis. Also noted is that the product is very air sensitive, and all the operations of sample handling were carried out in a glove box with water and oxygen content less than 1 ppm.
Crystal structure determination. The as-prepared sample was structurally characterized by powder X-ray diffractions (XRD) at temperatures from 300 K down to 20 K, carried out on a PANalytical diffractometer (Empyrean Series 2) with a monochromatic Cu-K α1 radiation. To avoid the sample's deterioration, we mixed the sample with N -type grease in the Ar-filled glove box prior to the XRD measurement. The crystalstructure parameters of Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O were refined by a Rietveld analysis using the code RIETAN-2000 47 . We tried different profile functions, and the best one was the modified split pseudo-Voigt function 47 . Note that the weighted profile R-factor, R wp , is relatively large, presumably because of the disturbance of the grease mixed. The chemical composition of the crystallites in samples was checked using an energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectrometer (Model Octane Plus) equipped in a field-emission scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S-4800).
Physical property measurements. The electricaltransport and heat-capacity measurements were performed on a Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS-9). In the transport measurements, the sample pellet was cut into a thin rectangular bar, on which electrodes were made using silver paste. A standard four-electrode method was employed for the resistivity measurement. For the Hall measurement, a crosslike four-wire configuration (van der Pauw technique), was adopted. The Hall coefficient was obtained by permutating the voltage and current terminals 48 under a magnetic field of 60 kOe. The Seebeck coefficient was measured by a conventional steady-state technique with a temperature gradient of ∼1 K/cm. The magnetization was measured on a Magnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS-5) under a magnetic field of 10 kOe.
Electronic structure calculations. The density functional theory based first-principles calculations were conducted employing the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) 49 . The exchange correlations were treated with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 50 . We found that the crystal-structure relaxation well reproduces the experimental parameters, and the latter (those of Rb 0.83 V 2 Te 2 O at 300 K) were adopted for the calculation. The plane-wave basis energy cutoff was set at 550 eV. For the band structure and densityof-states (DOS) calculations, we generated k meshes of 15 × 15 × 7 and 18 × 18 × 6, respectively, using the scheme of Monkhorst and Pack 51 .
III. RESULTS
A. Synthesis and crystal structure
We prepared the target material of RbV 2 Te 2 O many times. All the as-prepared samples contain dominantly the 1221-type phase. The secondary phases such as Te and V 2 O 3 were typically below 5%, as estimated from the XRD reflection intensities. Meanwhile, the lattice constants vary a little (∼0.3%) from sample to sample in different batches. Analyses of the EDX spectra of the samples' crystallites confirm the existence of Rb, V, Te and O in the sample. The resultant molar In this paper, we report the experimental data on two of the Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O samples with δ = 0.17 and 0.22. Figure 1 shows the XRD pattern of a typical Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O sample. The XRD profile can be well reproduced by the Rietveld refinement. The crystallographic data refined are presented in Table I , in which the occupancy factors of Rb and Te are given to be 0.83(1) and 0.97(1), respectively, consistent with the EDX measurement (hereafter we will not consider the slight Te vacancy). The room-temperature lattice constants of the other sample Rb 0.78 V 2 Te 2 O are, a = 4.0414(2)Å and c = 8.4610(5)Å, which are about 0.3% smaller and larger, respectively. The result seems reasonable because the decrease in Rb content practically increases the formal valence of vanadium, the latter of which should shorten the bond distances primarily in the basal plane. Table II lists the crystal-structure parameters of Rb 0.83 V 2 Te 2 O, in comparison with those of other 1221-type titanium/vanadium oxypnictides/oxychalcogenides. The cell constants are larger than the counterparts of CsV 2 S 2 O, yet smaller than those of Cs 0.8 Ti 2 Te 2 O, which can be basically understood in terms of ionic radii 52 . Nevertheless, the axial ratio c/a increases remarkably upon the isovalent substitutions with heavier elements at the pnictogen/chalcogen site (e.g., Te substitutes for S), in agreement with the result in the solid-solution system
45 . The anisotropic crystal-structure deformation by the isovalent substitutions is related to the highly anisotropic chemical bonding, according to the first-principles calculations 31 . The chemical bonds within M 2 OX 2 block layers are mixtures of metallic, covalent, and ionic contributions, whilst the interlayer bonding is basically ionic. Note that the z coordinate of chalcogens of V-based compounds is particularly small, compared with those of Ti-based materials. This directly leads to an obviously longer X − X interatomic distance along c direction, suggesting enhanced two dimensionality in the V-based oxychalcogenides.
Like the case in CsV 2 S 2 O 15 , vanadium is coordinated by two O 2− and four Te 2− ions, forming a transoctahedron in Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O. The Te−V−Te bond angles are nearly 90
• , and therefore, the VTe 4 O 2 polyhedron looks like a uniaxially compressed regular octahedron. The interatomic distances of V−O and V−Te are 2.026Å and 2.798Å, respectively. Each VTe 4 O 2 octahedron shares two of its faces, taking the shape of two-dimensional layers (see the inset in Fig. 1 ). This geometrical configuration gives rise to a relatively short V−V distance (2.866Å), suggesting existence of V−V metallic bonding.
B. Physical properties
Figure 2(a) shows the temperature dependence of resistivity for the as-prepared Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O polycrystalline samples. The material behaves as a metal in the sense of the positive temperature coefficient of ρ(T ) above 40 K. A slight resistivity upturn appears below 40 K, the reason of which is unknown. As a whole, the resistivity value is around ∼1 mΩ cm (the absolute resistivity could be somewhat lower for the single-crystal sample), suggesting that the material could be a bad metal. There is a detectable kink at T * ∼100 K, similar to, yet much less pronounced than, those of the spin-density-wave (SDW) transition in parent compounds of iron-based superconductors such as BaFe 2 As 2 53 . For samples of Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O with lower Rb content, the resistivity kink evolves into a small hump at a lowered temperature [see the inset of Fig. 2(a) Fig. 2(b) . The R H value is positive in the whole temperature range, indicating dominant hole-type conduction. This result contrasts with the electron-type dominated transport in the Ti-based compounds such as Na 2 Ti 2 X 2 O (X = As, P) 24 . Further, if assuming a single-band scenario that satisfies the simple relation, n H = 1/(eR H ), one obtains a "net" hole concentration of n H ∼ 6 × 10 26 m −3 at 100 K. The n H value is equivalent to a Hall number of 0.04 per vanadium atom, which is much reduced compared with the 3d-electron counts (see Table II ). The result thus strongly suggests a multiband scenario. Coincident TABLE II. Comparison of structural and physical properties of titanium/vanadium (M ) oxypnictides/oxychalcogenides with BaTi2As2O-type structure. X stands for a pnictogen or chalcogen, whose fractional coordinate is (1/2, 1/2, zX ). n 3d is the 3d-electron counts, obtained by assuming the valence states of Ba 2+ , A + (A = Cs and Rb), P n 3− (P n = As, Sb, and Bi), and Ch 2− (Ch = S and Te). T * and Tsc denote the density-wave-like and superconducting transition temperatures, respectively. Some related interatomic distances and angle are given. X-X is the interatomic distance along c direction. X-M -X is the bond angle along a or b direction. with the resistivity kink at the T * , a significant rise in the R H (T ) data shows up, suggesting a partial gap opening on the Fermi surface (FS). The gap opening ordinarily leads to a resistivity jump or hump because of the decrease in carrier concentration. Here the resistivity kink observed can be explained in terms of an enhanced carrier mobility for the low-temperature state, similar to the case in the parent compounds of iron-based superconductors 54 . The apparent hole-type transport is further confirmed by the positive values of Seebeck coefficient (S) in the whole temperature range, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . At low temperatures, the S(T ) relation is almost linear with a slope of dS/dT ≈ 0.45 µV K −2 . The slope is an order of magnitude larger than that of an ordinary metal (e.g., dS/dT = 0.024 µV K −2 calculated with the single-band
T ǫF for a typical Fermi energy of ǫ F ∼ 1 eV 55 ). This discrepancy suggests again a multiband scenario which allows an effectively small ǫ F . The hightemperature S values are of the order of k B /e (86 µV K −1 ), suggestive of a bad-metal behavior again. In the inset of Fig. 2(c) , a jump of S(T ) is clearly seen at the T * . A similar anomaly in S(T ) was also observed at the MMT in the parent compounds of iron-based superconductors 56 and in the Ti-based compounds such as Na 2 Ti 2 Sb 2 O 24 . Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility for Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O (δ = 0.17 and 0.22). In the high-temperature regime, the χ(T ) data are basically temperature independent, characteristic of Pauli paramagnetism (rather than Curie-Weiss paramagnetism). The apparent upward tails at low temperatures, which also appear in the reference sample of V 2 O 3 , are probably due to small amount of paramagnetic impurities. On closer examination, as explicitly shown in Fig. 3(b) , one sees two steps at around ∼100 and ∼150 K, respectively. Since there is no obvious anomaly in the transport properties and in the heat capacity (see below) around 150 K, we suspect that the 150 K anomaly may come from the secondary phase V 2 O 3 , the latter of which undergoes a first-order antiferromagnetic transition just at ∼150 K 57 . The molar fraction of V 2 O 3 impurity is estimated to be ∼4% (from the relative magnitude of the susceptibility drop), which basically agrees with the XRD result.
The second anomaly appears at T * ≈ 90 K and 100 K, respectively, for the two Rb emu/mol) of the Ti-based compounds 4, 24, 39, 40 . This smaller value of ∆χ is actually consistent with the less pronounced anomalies in resistivity, Hall coefficient and Seebeck coefficient, all of which point to a small fraction of gap opening at the FS. Here we note that the transition seems to be of weak first order because of the thermal hysteresis with ∆T ≈ 2 K. Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of specific heat for Rb 0.83 V 2 Te 2 O. A weak anomaly at around 100 K is discernable from the raw C(T ) data. The anomaly turns out to be an obvious peak (see the upper inset), after the "background" data (represented by a polynomial fit) are subtracted out. The C(T ) peak also features a weak first-order transition. The relatively low value of the C(T ) peak indicates a small latent heat, which accounts for the small thermal hysteresis observed.
The lower inset of Fig. 4 plots C/T versus T 2 in the low-temperature region. The deviation from the expected linearity is possibly due to additional specific-heat contributions such as Schottky anomalies. Nevertheless, Temperature dependence of specific heat for Rb0.83V2Te2O. The red solid line is a polynomial fit, with which the specific-heat difference, ∆C = C − C fit , is obtained as displayed in the upper inset. The lower inset plots C/T versus T 2 in the low-temperature region. one may estimate the Sommerfeld coefficient as γ exp ≈ 7.5 mJ K −2 mol −1 , using a linear extrapolation. This non-zero γ value indicates a metallic ground state for the low-temperature phase in Rb 0.83 V 2 Te 2 O, albeit of the resistivity upturn below 40 K.
C. Low temperature XRD
We conducted low-temperature XRD measurements to investigate a possible structural transition at the T * . Fig. 5 shows the XRD patterns of Rb 0.78 V 2 Te 2 O at 110 and 60 K, both of which look essentially the same (except for a slight shift due to thermal expansion of lattice). To detect any possible new reflections, we also plot their difference (bottom line). No additional Bragg peaks are discernable, suggesting absence of any superstructure for the low-temperature phase within the detection limit (∼1% of the intensity of the strongest reflection).
Then, is there any tetragonal-to-orthorhombic structural transition at the T * , like the case in BaTi 2 As 2 O 37 ? The symmetry-broken lattice distortion commonly leads to a peak splitting 37, 58 . So, we focus on the XRD profiles in the 2θ range that contains (200) and (113) reflections. Fig. 6(a) shows evolution of the XRD profiles with decreasing temperature for Rb 0.78 V 2 Te 2 O. No peak splitting can be directly seen. We further investigated the possible variation in peak width, conventionally coined as Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM). As shown in Fig. 6(b) , upon cooling down through T * ≈ 90 K, there is no sudden rise in FWHM. From the uncertainty of the extracted FWHMs, the assumed tetragonalorthorhombic distortion, (a − b)/a, if exists, would be less than 0.04%. This means that the speculated lattice distortion is so small as being even comparable to the uncertainty of lattice parameters, suggesting possible absence of any lattice symmetry breaking.
Let us examine the temperature dependence of lattice constants. Here the lattice constants c and a were derived, respectively, on the basis of the exact positions of (004) and (200) peaks, the latter of which were obtained by the data fitting using pseudo-Voigt function. Fig. 6(c) shows the relative changes in a and c (with respect to those at 300 K). While both parameters decrease with temperature, the decrease in c axis is over three times faster, indicating a highly anisotropic thermal expansion. The result is consistent with relatively weak chemical bonding along the c axis.
Notably, both a and c exhibit a discernable kink at around the T * . The kink in a also reflects the change in V−V interatomic distance, since d V−V = √ 2a/2. This anomaly is evident in the temperature dependence of unit-cell volume [see the inset of Fig. 6(c) ]. The volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, defined by α V = (∂V /∂T ) P /V , changes from 32 ppm K −1
. Now that the MMT is probably associated with a partial gapping of the Fermi surface, i.e., a change in the electronic states, the remarkable reduction in α V at the MMT suggests a substantial coupling of electronic instability with lattice.
D. Electronic structure calculation
The possible magnetically ordered ground state was first investigated in our first-principle calculations. The result of GGA calculation with spin-orbit coupling suggests a G-type (an antiparallel alignment of magnetic moments between nearest neighbors) antiferromagnetic ground state with a magnetic moment of 1.65 µ B /V-atom along the crystallographic a or b axis. The calculated magnetic moment is much larger than that of BaTi 2 Sb 2 O (0.2 µ B /Ti-atom) 29, 30 , yet significantly lower than the fully localized high-spin value of 2.5 µ B /V-atom, suggesting a SDW order with considerable itinerant 3d electrons. Note that this G-type antiferromagnetic SDW remains when the on-site Coulomb interactions are included (GGA+U ). Nevertheless, such a SDW ordering would give rise to a large magnetic susceptibility drop at T * , which contradicts with the experimental observation. In the present circumstance that lacks a clear experimental conclusion on the magnetic ground state, here we only present the results for the nonmagnetic state. Fig. 7(a) shows the electronic DOS projected onto the related atoms for the stoichiometric RbV 2 Te 2 O. First, the oxygen-2p and tellurium-4p states are mostly filled, consistent with the formal valence states of O 2− and Te 2− . The O-2p and Te-4p states are located at around 6 and 3.5 eV below E F , respectively. These valence states are appreciably hybridized with the vanadium3d orbitals. By contrast, the DOS around E F (say, |E − E F | ≤ 1 eV) are contributed almost from the V3d states only. This means that the conduction bands are basically composed of the V-3d metallic-bonding and non-bonding states. Similar phenomena are seen in the iron-based superconductor system 59 . However, the pnictogen p states in BaTi 2 Sb 2 O contribute a relatively large DOS at E F 29-31 . The DOS at E F , D(E F ), is 3.58 eV −1 fu −1 , which corresponds to a bare electronic specific-heat coefficient of,
value for the real composition of Rb 0.8 V 2 Te 2 O is expected to increase a little in the rigid-band scenario). The calculated γ 0 is very close to the experimental value γ exp (∼7.5 mJ K −2 mol −1 ), suggesting insignificant enhancement of effective mass of carriers. Besides, the bare Pauli magnetic susceptibility,
, is an order of magnitude higher than the magnetic susceptibility drop ∆χ at T * , further indicating that the energy gap opens only on a small part of the FS.
Now that the V-3d orbitals dominantly contribute the electronic states around E F , we further look into the electron-filling distribution in each of the 3d orbitals. As is shown in Fig. 7(b) , the d xy , d z 2 and d x 2 −y 2 states are all partially filled, with a V-shape minimum in DOS at E F . The d yz orbital is the dominant contributor at E F . In contrast, there is scarcely electron occupation in the d xz orbital. This result strongly suggests a d yz /d xz orbital polarization at E F . The orbital polarization The calculated band structure is shown in Fig. 8 , which is also projected on different V-3d orbitals. Along the horizontal directions of ΓX, ZR, ZA, and ΓM in the Brillouin zone [see Fig. 9(a) ], the bands cross the E F level. In contrast, no band crossing happens and, the There are band inversions with linear dispersions close to E F at several k points. In the α band, for example, holetype dispersion can be seen at round the midpoint of ZA line, which gives rise to the small hole pockets [ Fig. 9(a) ]. As shown in Fig. 9 , the FS of nonmagnetic RbV 2 Te 2 O comprises of three sheets. The largest FS sheet from the β band is very two dimensional with a complex topology. The volumes of electron-type and hole-type pockets are comparable, which explains the small Hall number measured experimentally. The hole-type α and electron-type γ sheets turn out to be Fermi patches with very small volumes. The overall FS, shown in Fig. 9(d) , is basically unfavorable for nesting, which could be the reason for the absence of superlattice in Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The physical property measurements above indicate that Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O undergoes a weak MMT at T * ≈ 100 K. The MMT is accompanied with a slight resistivity kink or hump, jumps in Hall and Seebeck coefficients, a small drop in magnetic susceptibility, and a small peak in heat capacity. These electrical and magnetic anomalies point to a partial gap opening over the FS. Nevertheless, no evidence of structural phase transition is detectable in the conventional low-temperature XRD experiments. At the same time, the thermal expansion coefficient shows a discontinuity at the T * . The MMT in Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O bears both similarities and differences with those of the analogous Ti-based oxypnictides [16] [17] [18] and the iridium ditelluride IrTe 2 60 . The non-doped Ti-based oxypnictides show similar, yet much enhanced, anomalies in electrical transport, magnetic susceptibility, and specific heat 4, 24, 39, 40 . Partial gap opening on the Fermi surface or Fermi patches was observed from angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) 27, 33, 35 . Recent investigations have found different types of charge orders.
For Na 2 Ti 2 Sb 2 O and Na 2 Ti 2 As 2 O, superstructures with the propagation vectors of (1/2, 0, 0) and (0, 1/2, 1/2) were revealed respectively by single-crystal x-ray diffractions, corroborating the CDW ground state. As for 1221-type BaTi 2 As 2 O and BaTi 2 Sb 2 O, an accompanying CDW superstructure is absent. Instead, tetragonalsymmetry breaking was clearly evidenced from neutron diffraction, which was explained in terms of an intraunit-cell nematic charge order 37 . The MMT in IrTe 2 is also accompanied with an obvious structural transformation 60 in which Ir dimerizations were revealed 61 . Here in Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O, however, neither superlattice nor crystal-symmetry breaking is observed. One possibility is that the structural modification is so slight (with relative change less than 0.04%) that cannot be detected by conventional XRD instrument. If so, the energy gain related to the slight lattice distortion will be very tiny accordingly (like the case in Jahn-Teller distortion). This tiny energy gain might not be able to account for the transition temperature as high as 100 K.
Notably, the 3d-electron count in Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O is nearly 2.5, which is 1.5 electrons more than those of the non-doped Ti-based oxypnictides. This leads to a remarkable difference in the state occupancy on each 3d orbital. In fact, the band structure and DOS of 6%) , primarily because of the electron filling. This could gives rise to an orbital polarization without global crystalsymmetry breaking. Note that this kind of orbital polarization may be driven by spin-orbit coupling as well as Coulomb interactions 28 . As a general trend, V-3d electrons bear stronger Coulomb interactions than Ti-3d electrons do. Thus, the vanadium atom in Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O could carry a considerably large moment (as our calculation shows), and the material might be magnetically ordered in its ground state. If this is the case, the most probable magnetic order is the G-type antiferromagnetic SDW, in which the crystal-symmetry also remains. Future studies with various techniques such as neutron diffraction, high-resolution synchrotron XRD, nuclear magnetic resonance, and muon spin relaxation are expectable to clarify the nature of the weak MMT.
In summary, we have successfully synthesized a layered vanadium oxytelluride Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O (δ ≈ 0.2). The compound crystallizes in a BaTi 2 As 2 O-type structure containing V 2 O square nets.
The structural and physical-property measurements indicate a weak firstorder MMT with no expected crystal-symmetry breaking observed. The MMT could be either a SDW ordering or an orbital ordering/polarization, as suggested from the experimental measurements and electronic-structure calculations. Notably, Rb 1−δ V 2 Te 2 O shows similarities and/or relevances in crystal-structure, electronicstructure, and physical properties with the known cuprate 1 , iron-based 1 , Ti-based 39, 40 , and Ir-based 
